Introduction

Fig. 1. Appearance of Core Less Unformed Machine (COLUMN).
The concept of a self-configurable (transformable) robot is versatile and effective in space applications, entertainment, natural disasters, and developing and controlling such robots is really challengeable [1] . Exist mechanism are attempting to connect their modules as external parts, as well as try to maintain their structural shape as snake or walker [2] [3] . Always challengeable to design the motion mechanism and autonomous capability for such kind of novel architectural artifact which is entirely different from the existing.
In this video, we presented a transformable artifact (COLUMN) which becomes a social mediator in the proposed context. The COLUMN is a soccer ball-shaped interactive artifact consisting of eight modules that are connected to the twelve servomotors (Figure 1) . We can transfer the COLUMN body shape by moving the actuators with modules, and these actuators can be controlled by a wireless communicator called a "COLUMN Gear." Each of the users (three participants) can control the 4 servo-motors of the COLUMN, and a user can swing the COLUMN gear to change its body shape (transfer its modules). Users have to coordinate with each other to boost its transformable behaviors while preserve their co-action in the dynamic interactions. In contrast to the previous utilization of robot as a social mediator [4] [5], in this study interactive users have to understand what/how they are controlling the robot, and necessitate inferring the way of connecting with others, and also understand essential in-time coordinate in the dynamic interaction. This type of synchronization with each other's swing (toward achieving their goal) can be defined as the interpersonal coordination in the context. Therefore, by using the patterns of interpersonal coordination, our motivation is to explore users invent transformable behaviors for the COLUMN.
